Please note that this Manchester Museum resource relates to
galleries which have since been redeveloped, so will
unfortunately no longer be of use to visiting teachers and classes.

Ancient Greeks
‘Travellers and Traders’

Discovery Session

Teacher’s Pack

Introduction
‘Travellers and Traders’
Discovery Session
Thank you for booking the ‘Travellers and Traders’ Discovery Session at The Manchester Museum.
This interactive session lasts for 2 hours. Children will explore our Mediterranean
Archaeology gallery and handle real objects from the Museum’s collection.
As part of this session, children will:
• Use drama skills to relate their own experience of travel to how the ancient Greeks
travelled
• Investigate, collect information and research objects in the museum
• Sketch and make notes
• Develop critical thinking skills (theorising and speculating)
• Investigate the Greeks as travellers and traders
• Work individually and collaboratively
Please bring sketchbooks or project journals with you to keep children’s ideas and work together.
An integral and important part of this session is the ‘conference’ where children will handle objects,
discuss ideas and report back to the whole class. For this activity, it is essential that the children can
work in 4 groups, each with an accompanying adult.

Letter for adult helpers
We know it can sometimes be daunting for adult helpers, particularly parents, if they are not used to
the spaces in The Museum and are not sure of their role within the session. Included is a letter that we
hope you will copy and send to adult helpers so they have a better awareness of what to expect during
the visit.
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Session Itinerary
‘Travellers and Traders’
Discovery Session
On arrival, please go straight to Reception where you will be met by the session leader.
The session is divided into the following sections:

Section

Key activities

Pre-Visit Work

Why were the
Greeks seafarers?

◊ Drama: warm-up, how we travel
now
◊ Discussion: where is Greece, what
grows there, how did the Ancient
Greeks transport goods
◊ Drama: roles on an Ancient Greek
trading ship
◊ Close observation of the replica
Greek boat
◊ Sharing with talk partners and in
the bigger group their discoveries,
observations, questions and theories

Introduce children to a range of maps of
Greece, Europe and the Mediterranean.
Discuss the terrain of Greece and the
types of crops grown there (olives,
grapes, almonds).

◊ Exploring the objects on display
◊ Selecting ones they find most
interesting
◊ Sketching their objects and writing
facts, ideas and questions about them

Discuss with the children how it is
unnecessary to look at everything in a
museum. It is more important to find a
few items that they find interesting and
exciting. They can then explore their
questions and ideas about how these
objects make them feel.

Seeing the boat

Exploring the
Mediterranean
Archaeology room

If you do any pre-visit work on Greek
warships (triremes), it is helpful if you can
reinforce that many Greek ships were not
warships but trading ships.

See the Understanding Labels activity to
support children in finding information
about objects.
Handling objects
and theorising

◊ Handling and closely observing
Ancient Greek artefacts
◊ Speculating on the possible use and
ownership of these objects
◊ Reporting their ideas to the class

See the Museum Objects activity for ideas
on introducing objects and museums, and
Object Ideas activity for ideas about how
to think about and discuss objects.

The children will work in four roughly equal groups.
Each group needs an accompanying adult.
If you have set up the groups before arriving, please let the session leader know.
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Dear adult helper,
Thank you very much for agreeing to help with your school’s visit to The Manchester
Museum to learn more about the Ancient Greeks. We thought it would be useful for you to
know what happens during the visit and how you can help.

What happens:

How you can help:

1. The children take part in some drama to
help them think about how they travel.
They find Greece on a map, discuss how the
Ancient Greeks travelled and find about a
Greek ship that was found at the bottom of
the sea. They then use more drama to bring
the crew of that ship to life.

• The children really enjoy it if adults join in
with some or all of the drama work. It may
seem a bit scary, but why not give it a try?
• When we bring the crew of the ship to life,
groups of children may need help to think
about what their character might be doing.

2. We visit the Mediterranean Archaeology
room to look at our replica boat and discuss
what we see.
The children then explore the room, trying
to find exciting or valuable items to collect.
They sketch them and write a small amount.

• The children (and you!) don’t have to look
at everything.
• Children enjoy it if you tell them the objects you like and why you like them.
• Children also enjoy it when adults join
them in the sketching (it doesn’t matter how
good an artist you think you are!)
• The children may need some help to find
labels for their objects and to read them.

3. The children take part in a ‘conference’
which has three parts:
• Looking at and touching the Ancient Greek
objects
• Discussing some ideas about the objects
and matching them to one, some, all or none
of the objects
• Reporting back their ideas to the whole
class

• Please remind the children how to handle
the objects and help them move round their
table so they see and touch each object.
• The children may need some help to read
the cards.
• Children may need reminding that the
cards don’t have to just match one object,
but may match some, all or none of them.

We hope you will really enjoy your visit.

The Learning Team at The Manchester Museum

Pre-Visit Activity 1
Museum Objects
During the Ancient Greeks Discovery session there will be handling of real museum objects. A full
explanation of handling guidelines will be given on the day but it is useful to have discussed this
before your visit. Also, you may find it useful to undertake the activity below to introduce the concept
of a museum and what the children may see on their visit.

Grouping & Materials
Aim: To encourage children to observe and describe a range of familiar natural objects. To help
children understand that there are many different ways of organising, grouping and displaying these
objects.
Resources
1. Range of simple, natural objects (e.g. sea
shells, feathers, fossils, modern bones (cleaned
chicken bone), fir cones, twigs, leaves, nuts,
stones, pebbles, chalk, salt, talc, sand, clay) and
one or two man-made objects (e.g. brick,
wooden or clay object).
2. Blank paper and pencils or flip chart and pen.

Instructions
1. Lay out all of the objects and ask the children to
discuss and decide which objects are “animals” (i.e.
bone, feathers, shells), “minerals” (i.e. rocks and
minerals) and “vegetables” (i.e.plant material).
2. Put the objects into their groups and discuss the
similarities and differences within and between the
groups.
3. Explain that this is just one way of grouping
natural objects. Ask the children to think of as
many different ways of grouping the objects as
possible e.g. size, colour, weight, age, where they
come from.

Background Information
* Museums organise their objects in many different ways. These include chronologically,
geographically or even by the type of object they are.
* The way objects are organised influences the way people look at and interpret them.
* Something to think about: You may like to discuss methods of organising objects and following
your visit, ask the children to decide how The Manchester Museum organises its objects.
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Pre-Visit Activity 2
Object Ideas
Aim: To help children understand that there are a variety of ways of interpreting objects.
Resources
1. 4 objects from home that may
be ordinary household objects
or may be holiday souvenirs. It is
helpful if for at least one of the
objects, it is not
immediately clear to the children
what it is or what its use is.
2. Teacher sheets

Instructions
1. Sit with the children in a circle.
2. Show the children each object.
3. Explain to them that experts have all sorts of different ideas
about these objects. They might not always agree but they
always give a reason for their ideas.
4. Choose a statement and read it together. Does the statement
fit with one, some, all or none of the objects?
5. Use ribbon to join the statement to the object and ask children
for their reasons.

3. 4 lengths of ribbon

The images below show the possible outcomes.

ONE

SOME

ALL

NONE
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Teacher sheet
Pre-Visit 2

This object could
be important to
its owner.

This object might help
someone remember a
famous person.

Teacher sheet
Pre-Visit 2

This object might
be used for food
or drink.

This object may
belong to an
artist.

Pre-Visit Activity 3
Understanding Labels
Aim: To help children develop ways of accessing and understanding museum displays, and object
labels.
Resources
1. ‘Understanding Labels
Teacher Sheet’ (included) - if
possible show on
interactive whiteboard or
OHP
2. Pupil sheet (1 per pair or
per group)

Instructions
1. Display the ‘Understanding Labels Teacher Sheet’
in a way that the whole class can see.
2. Explain that this is the label for an object they
will see in the Museum. Look together at the
pointers to identify the different parts of the label.
3. Work together to read the information and
choose one or two words or phrases which give key
information about the object and highlight them.
4. Now ask children to work in pairs or small
groups to repeat this process on the pupil sheet.
Each pair or group could feedback to another
group.

Background Information
• Some displays in the Museum are more difficult than others to decipher, as labels/information panels
from older displays do not always sit next to the objects they refer to.
• Objects in the Mediterranean Archaeology room are not just from Greece, but many Greeks
(particularly traders) would have travelled to nearby countries and seen these sorts of objects.
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visit
TeacherPostsheet

Pre-Visit 3

What the object is

The accession (or catalogue)
number

The Museum’s way of keeping track of what
the object is, where it comes from and where
it is in the Museum.

Kylix (Eye cup)			

Acc. No. 40075

Attic, black-figure, c530-510BC
The two eyes, with the handles as ‘ears’
and the central figure as ‘nose’, make a
face, perhaps to protect the user as he
drank.
Where and when the
object came from

Some information
about the object
Sometimes the experts
don’t know a definite
answer, so use words
like perhaps, maybe,
suggests, might be,
could be.

Pupil sheet
Pre-Visit 3

Bronze male figurine

Acc. No. 1981.548

Palestine? seventh century BC?

There was a long tradition of bronze-casting
among early Italic peoples. This crudely
modelled statuette recalls Etruscan warrior
figures.

Bronze pendant

Acc. No. 1981.501

Palestine? 900-700 BC

A pendant in the form of a highly stylised
axe-blade, and with ‘arms’ that end in
abstract bird or animal heads, perhaps a
votive offering.

Standing woman

Acc. No. 1963.52

Etruscan, late sixth century BC

A common Etruscan type, based on the Greek
kore (maiden). She wears a tunic, pointed shoes
and a high Etruscan hatwith a thick brim.

Warrior (Mars?)

Acc. No. 1981.516

Etruscan/Umbrian, fifth century BC

One of a series of warrior figures. The huge
helmet crest is typical of the series’ mannered
style.

Priestess or votaress

Acc. No. 1963.6

Etruscan/Umbrian,from Perugia, fourththird centuries BC
She holds a patera (offering dish) in her right
hand and a cake in her left.

Post-Visit Activity 1
Fact & Opinion
Aim: To help children to further develop their understanding of objects they have looked at in the
‘conference’, and to help them decide what is fact and what is opinion.

Resources
1. Fact & Opinion Teacher
sheet
2. Copies of Pupil sheets.

Instructions
• Show the Teacher sheet on the interactive
whiteboard / OHP. Do the children remember
seeing this object (or one similar)? Did they
find out what it was?
• Now look together at the 3 statements
about the lamp on the Teacher sheet.
• Ask children for their reasons for why each
of the three statements might fit with the
object.
• Is there a difference between these
statements?
• One is a fact. (How do we know?) One is
an opinion (What makes that different to a
fact?). What about the remaining statement?
(Is it a fact or an opinion? What further
information might we need to make that
decision?)
• For each statement tick ‘Fact’, ‘Opinion’ or
put ‘?’ and make notes on how we know.
• Now distribute one or two sets of pupil
sheets per group. Children can discuss their
ideas.
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Teacher sheet
Post-Visit 1

This object was
used to provide
light.

This object was
special to its
owner.

This object was
used in an
ancient Greek
home.

Fact?

Opinion? How do we know?

Fact?

Opinion? How do we know?

Fact?

Opinion? How do we know?

Pupil sheet A

1

Post-Visit 1
Front

Object 1

2

Back

Fact?

Opinion?

How do we know?

Fact?

Opinion?

How do we know?

This object shows an
ancient
Greek athlete.

This object shows us
the prize for
winning a race.

This object was a prize
for winning
the race.

Object 2
This object was made
of clay.

This object was a
present from a
child to a parent.

This object was a
child’s early attempt
at making a model.

Pupil sheet B
Post-Visit 1

2

1
Object 1

Fact?

Opinion?

How do we know?

Fact?

Opinion?

How do we know?

This object was used to
drink from.

This object was used
in an
ancient Greek home.

This object was used
onboard ship.

Object 2
This object was used to
put food on.

This object was an
every day,
common object.

This object is made of
clay.

Pupil sheet C
Post-Visit 1

1
Object 1

2

Fact?

Opinion?

How do we know?

Fact?

Opinion?

How do we know?

This object was a
mirror.

This object was used
by important, rich
people to
look their best.

This object was hard to
use.

Object 2
This object was used
as a scoop for serving
drink.

This object was used in
a home.

This object belonged
to a rich person.

Pupil sheet D
Post-Visit 1

1
Object 1

2

Fact?

Opinion?

How do we know?

Fact?

Opinion?

How do we know?

This object was an
ornament in
someone’s home.

This objects shows
someone praying.

This object helped
people pray to their
god.

Object 2
This object was used
for washing.

This object shows
warriors fighting.

This object reminded
its owners of battles
he had fought in.

Post-Visit Activity 2
The Kyrenia Story
Adapted from a story by John Prag and Matthew Hyde
Chapter 1: Setting off
The captain of the Kyrenia watched impatiently as his crew manhandled
the last few amphorae* aboard his ship. He was impatient to be off. The sailor stumbled and nearly
dropped an amphora, looking up apologetically as the captain growled at him.

The captain looked round his ship and realised he was in too good a mood to
stay annoyed with his newest crewmember. This journey was going to be a
good one, he could feel it in his bones. Lots of money to be made. And his ship,
even though she was now nearly eighty years old, was in good condition.

They don’t make them like they used to, he thought, remembering how his
grandfather had shown him how ships like the Kyrenia were made: planks of
Captain

pine bent and carved into shape to make the hull and then joined and held

(Image © Trevor
Trueman)

together with separate planks.

The captain stopped day-dreaming. It would never do for the crew to think he wasn’t paying
attention. A quick glance showed that they were hard at work. The cook was stowing sacks of food
for meals onboard, while the helmsman was readying the rudder**. The captain nodded at the
sailor who quickly untied the ship to set them on their way and then quickly scurried over to let the
sail down.

*amphorae – jars (usually filled with wine or olive oil)
**rudder – ‘oar’ to steer the boat with
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Post-Visit Activity 2
The Kyrenia Story
The Kyrenia slowly began to swing away from the harbourside and the captain
allowed himself a brief smile. It was always good to be on your way. And he knew
that Poseidon, god of the seas, would be their guide, looking out through the eyes
painted on the front of the boat to protect them from danger.

The helmsman began to hold the rudder more firmly. At the moment, it was easy
to guide the ship, but once they hit open water and the waves grew bigger, he
knew he would need to use his big muscles to steer the heavy weight of the boat.
For the moment, though, he could dream of his favourite stories of heroes like Jason and
Odysseus and the monsters and gods they faced on their sea journeys.

Helmsman

(Image © Trevor
Trueman)

The sailor was busy at that moment. He was coiling a rope, but he would soon have to let the sail
out more to catch the wind and speed them on their way. This took a lot of work, pulling ropes,
and making sure the sail and the ropes didn’t get tangled. He knew the captain was watching him,
checking that he was doing his work properly. He was new to the crew and hadn’t yet learnt all the
jobs he should be doing.

The cook was already preparing for the next meal. He had vegetables, cheese and bread ready,
but he was hoping that once the ship was further out to sea that he would be able to catch some
fish to add to the meal. The cook had travelled on the ship for several years now and didn’t even
bother to look back to land as the Kyrenia pulled out to sea.

Chapter 2: The storm

The captain raised his eyes to the sky with a worried look. Black clouds were scurrying across the
sky and he knew rain wouldn’t be far behind. The whole crew felt the wind begin to whistle past
them. Already, the waves were beginning to grow more ferocious, rocking the boat and making
it hard for the crew to stand. Spray from the sea was already washing over the whole ship. The
sailor’s face went a peculiar greenish colour before he dropped his roped and leaned over the
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Post-Visit Activity 2
The Kyrenia Story
side of the ship to be sick. The captain had already had his doubts about whether the sailor would
make a good crew member, but now he was sure he would be replacing him at the first chance.
The captain swung round to see the helmsman hanging on to the steering oar grimly - already
the Kyrenia was being dragged off course by the howling wind. Rain pelted down from the sky,
soaking the crew still further.

The captain shouted at the cook to leave the dinner and throw the anchor into
the sea to try and hold them. He yelled orders to the sailor to get the sail down
now, before this storm blew them a long way from home. The sailor nodded
grimly and struggled back towards the mast.
The captain had heard stories of other traders who had ended up in whole new
countries and made their fortunes by trading their goods at huge prices before
making the long journey home, but he had no plans to join them. He dashed
to the rear of the boat and grabbed the steering oar, desperate to give the

Cook

(Image © Trevor
Trueman)

helmsman a hand and tame his now wild ship.

A huge wave crashed over the ship, knocking the sailor off his feet. Almost screaming to be heard
above the storm, the captain summoned the cook to help the sailor get the sail down. He looked
around as best he could through the driving rain, trying to see if they were being blown near the
many dangerous rocks in these parts. He could barely see the rest of the crew now as the rain
pounded, the wind howled and the boat tossed and rolled in the enormous waves.
There was only thing left he could do now. Hanging on grimly to the steering oar, he began to yell
a desperate prayer to Poseidon. Maybe he could save them…

Chapter 3: Attack!

It had been a minor miracle that they had survived unhurt and without losing any cargo. They were
all tired and still damp from the night’s storm, but at least they were safe. At least now they could
take a moment to rest, eat and take it in turns to sleep. Or so they thought.
There was a sudden thud on the side of the ship, and then another.
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Post-Visit Activity 2
The Kyrenia Story
“Pirates!” shouted the helmsman.

The captain looked up grimly in time to see another spear slam into the side of
the Kyrenia as the pirate ship bore down on them. This is just not fair, thought
the captain. To survive that storm and then… this.

There was little point in trying to fight these pirates. Being peaceful sailors, the
crew of the Kyrenia had nothing to defend themselves with, apart from a knife
or their fists. And it wasn’t as if they would have a chance using them against
pirates who were armed to the teeth and desperate for anything they could get.
The captain and helmsman put up a bit of a fight, while the sailor curled up in a ball
and the cook stood looking resigned and accepting his fate. Not that it mattered,

Sailor

(Image © Trevor
Trueman)

they were all knocked down and tied up.

The pirates swarmed all over the Kyrenia, looking for anything they could carry away easily. They
found the captain’s money chest easily enough, even though he had hidden it under the front of
the ship behind the cargo and his bag of clothes. There wasn’t much else that interested them.
They took a few amphorae of wine and olive oil, but didn’t seem to be interested in much more.
Perhaps they just wanted the money quickly, rather than being prepared to sell the amphorae.
The pirates hustled Kyrenia’s crew onto their ship, with their hands tied behind their back. The
sailor felt a tear trickle down his cheek. This was so unfair. He was too young for this to happen.
He knew they were doomed to be sold in a slave market in a distant country, never seeing their
family and friends again. The cook glared at him and muttered that being a slave was better than
being dead, but that didn’t cheer the sailor up.

Just to make sure that no-one came hunting for them or their captives, the pirates hacked a hole
in the side of the Kyrenia. It wasn’t a difficult job as the wood was already well worn after nearly a
hundred years of sailing the seas near Greece.
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Post-Visit Activity 2
The Kyrenia Story
As the pirates sailed away, the captain turned back and looked sadly as his ship sank below the
waves. She had been the most important thing in his life and he now realised just how much he
would miss her.

The last traces of the ship disappeared and with them the crew’s hopes. They were condemned
now to a life of lonely slavery.

Maybe, just maybe, one day people would find out about what had happened here, perhaps even
bring the ship back into the daylight. But for now they sailed on with the pirates into an uncertain
and unhappy future.
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Web Links & Appendix
‘Travellers and Traders’
Discovery Session
Weblinks
Background information about the Kyrenia:
http://www.enostos.net/cdrom/kyrenia_ship.html
http://www.shipping.gov.cy/history/kyrenia_ii.htm
Pictures of the Kyrenia wreck:
http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/thumb/f/f6/300px-Cyprus_051.jpg
http://www.northcyprusholidayvilla.com/images/7sunk_ship_in_kyrenia_castle_2.jpg
Pictures of the Kyrenia II replica:
http://www.kyreniaship.org/text1/english%20text/shipproject_e/news/news-activities.
htm#startpointactivities
http://www.kyreniaship.org/text1/english%20text/shipproject_e/olympiad-sailings/trippicts-1.htm

Appendix
How this session can support teaching and learning
Primary National Strategy
• Speaking
• Listening and responding
• Group discussion and interaction
• Drama
• Understanding and interpreting
texts
• Engaging with, and responding
to texts

National Curriculum: History
• Chronological understanding
• Knowledge and understanding
of events, people and changes in
the past
• Historical interpretation
• Organisation and
communication

QCA Units
Who were the ancient
Greeks?
How do we use ancient
Greek ideas today?

Breadth of study:
A European history study (ancient
Greece)
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